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Integration in-person discussion: audience

DREI ZUSAMMEN—CONNECTING CULTURES

Drei Zusammen (DZ) = THREE TOGETHER
Drei Zusammen is a multimedia-based qualitative research program. DZ exchanges
views about everyday psychosocial topics that arise between native Germans and
Arabic-speaking new residents of Germany. The Drei Zusammen pilot project for
connecting cultures is a template that is designed to be easy to adapt to different
contexts, and various migrant and host populations.
The program’s goal is to create mutual understanding and to find common
ground by sparking discussions between young people with different cultural
backgrounds. Observations and findings from DZ are shared with Global Health
Equity Foundation (GHEF)’s research and capacity-building partners.
DZ connects disparate cultures and combats prejudice. People are encouraged to
speak out about their experiences. DZ explores ways to make immigrants coming
to a new country feel less alien, more understood and welcome. DZ also builds
empathy and personal/social connections with host people.
DZ is part of the project Health Diplomacy for Arabic Speaking Refugees and Migrants
led by GHEF. It was conceived in response to war-related Syrian displacement
and migration. Internationally, Germany has taken in most of the Arabic-speaking
refugees, and the majority of them are of Syrian origin. Therefore, Germany
provides a fertile ground for research, analysis and innovation.
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Drei Zusammen—Connecting Cultures

Another project nurtured by GHEF is Shadows; a short film adapted from the play
Ghosts by Stefan Herrmann, with an original music score by Luciano Chessa. The
film presents the story of a young refugee couple displaced by war. The film is an
educational tool that raises awareness about the trajectory of trauma if it is not
properly addressed. Together, DZ and Shadows serve as a foundation for dialogue
concerning difficult public health topics and for opening paths for participatory
and multidisciplinary solutions.
THE OBJECTIVES OF HEALTH DIPLOMACY FOR ARABIC SPEAKING REFUGEES
AND MIGRANTS ARE:
1.

Address gaps in health literacy between developed and developing world populations

2.

Create proactive solutions for dealing with national and international trauma.
Although the program’s pilots were based on Arabic-speaking refugees, they are
designed and produced to be adaptive to other environments and populations.

3.

Averting inequities and enhancing health equity by interlinking research,
advocacy and capacity building. GHEF promotes the concept that equity in
health is a core principle for the advancement of human society.

FUNDRAISING
We are seeking additional sponsors to expand this project during 2021-2022.
Global Health Equity Foundation, a foundation that advocates on behalf of people
who lack access to health education, preventive services and healthcare, hosts
Drei Zusammen. GHEF believes that equity in health is achievable by addressing
holistically various social determinants. In DZ, GHEF investigates psychosocial
topics using a contemporary, methodical and scalable approach. GHEF is a
foundation according to United States and Swiss law. See www.ghef.org.
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Shadows

Nutrition in-person discussion at Dr. Moroni foundation for integration and education

THE EVOLUTION OF DREI ZUSAMMEN

DEBATES
Drei Zusammen started out as a series of in-person in-depth debates, which were
premiered successfully in Bonn, Germany during the year 2019; and which have
since been modified due to Covid-19. The first debate took place on January
26. Bashar Al Nahhas, a Syrian who has been living in Germany for five years,
mediated it. The topics discussed were Displacement, Integration and Discrimination.
Included in the program were Hadi Jammoul, a German undergraduate with Syrian
roots and Eva Greber, a native German Masters student focusing on integration.
The second debate was held on February 23. The topic was Cultural Understanding
of Nutrition. Program participants included Bashar Al Nahhas, Hadi Jammoul and
Andrea Gerschlauer, a nutrition and food scientist who was active in welcoming
refugees in 2015. Al Nahhas initiated the conversation and then facilitated a
debate with his guests. After the discussion the audience was invited to ask
questions during a scheduled question-and-answer session.
The debates were taped for an on-going TV/Web series.
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The evolution of Drei Zusammen

Artist Latifa Medjdoub participated in Drei Zusammen in-person-debates by
guiding the audience members through a social performance art sculpture,
The Red Vine, following each debate.
This social practice is part of a series of inspirational forums that benefit the Health
Diplomacy for Arabic Speaking Refugees and Migrants. Latifa consults with Global
Health Equity Foundation (GHEF) to develop the curriculum for innovative solutions
to address issues of inclusion, assimilation and integration in Germany.
Born in France from Algerian descent, Latifa Medjdoub is a visual artist and social
art practitioner whose work is conceived with a holistic approach through its
synthesis of sculpture, painting, photography, installation and performance art. She
often uses textile art as a central mode of communication.
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Connect social sculpture, guided by artist Latifa Medjdoub at a Salam to Syria event.
April 11, 2019 at Evangelische Trinitatiskirchengemeinde Bonn.

The evolution of Drei Zusammen

FILMIC PILOT SERIES
In the next phase of Drei Zusammen, two video episodes were produced as a
filmic pilot series. In each of the videos, multiple people with different cultural
backgrounds, mostly German or Syrian, were interviewed in order to capture their
specific viewpoints and find commonalities. The topic of the first episode was
Loneliness, and it included questions like “How would you define loneliness?“ or
“Is loneliness something you can overcome?“ All interviewees had similar answers,
even though they had different cultural backgrounds. The commonality showed
that loneliness is a universal topic, but loneliness can develop from different
causes, like coming to a foreign country on your own.
The topic of the second video episode was Dealing with Intimacy as Women. Hadi
Jammoul and Carla Jörn, a German intern with GHEF, interviewed several women
with different cultural backgrounds. As with the first episode, we discovered that
the topic of intimacy has less to do with culture and more to do with personal
experience. Views of intimacy are related more to the personality of a person,
although upbringing can have an impact on dealing with such topics.
Link to Episode on Loneliness • Link to Episode on Intimacy
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Loneliness video: Firas Al-Haj Khuder

Podcast on the history of DZ. From left to right: Hadi Jammoul, Bashar Al Nahhas, Carla Jörn, Firas Al-Haj Khuder

The evolution of Drei Zusammen

PODCAST SERIES
Due to increasing restrictions during the Covid-19-pandemic in Germany,
the idea of a podcast series was developed. A first pilot episode was taped on
February 20, 2021 and also recorded on video for archival and research purposes.
The podcast included Bashar Al Nahhas as the host. He guided the conversation and
offered his viewpoint as a Syrian immigrant in Germany. Invited to represent the
native German perspective was Carla Jörn. Hadi Jammoul bridged the gap between
the cultures as a German with Syrian roots. The three of them talked through the
history and background of Drei Zusammen and included in their conversation a
discussion of the importance of language, especially in the context of coming to a
foreign country or of speaking the language of your foreign relatives.
Another pilot episode was recorded on the 18th of April, on the topic of Home
and Missing Home. This time Hadi Jammoul, who connects the cultures by being a
German with Syrian roots, moderated the discussion. The German viewpoint was
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again represented by Carla Jörn, and the Syrian one by Bashar Al Nahhas. To be
able to connect with the Arabic speaking listeners more and dive deeper into the
topic, the Arabic format Hamzet-Wasel was developed as the second part of the
podcast episode. This format was moderated by Bashar Al Nahhas, who worked a
radio moderator back in Syria. The other people in the discussion were Firas Al-Haj
Khuder and Hadi Jammoul.
Recap of the DZ development phase:
https://vimeo.com/564564101/4ffca1208d
The produced series will be distributed via social media platforms such as YouTube
in order to spark discussions and build a platform for research and engagement.
The topics of the podcast episodes are also discussed in settings such as workshops
conducted virtually or in person. These workshops facilitate promotion of DZ and
inspire development in other forms of communication, such as visual arts, design
and other pathways for story telling.
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Loneliness video focus group. From left to right: Bashar Al Nahhas, Hadi Jammoul

Bashar Al Nahhas, Carla Jörn, Tayeb Al-Hafez, Fira Al-Haj Khuder, Hadi Jammoul

THE EVOLUTION OF HAMZET-WASEL

After two years of development and several pilots, the creative team devised a plan to
connect the German dialogue with a wider audience that is Arabic-speaking. This plan
gives Syrian guests of the show a better chance to really dive deeply into the topic at hand.
Hamzet-Wasel is a podcast in Arabic, moderated by Bashar Al Nahhas. It recaps
the dialogue completed in German during the production of Drei Zusammen. The
goal is to reach a wider audience and to transmit a summary of the dialogue to
generations with less knowledge of the German language. Drei Zussamen is now
international and multi-generational.

PROPOSED TOPICS FOR FUTURE EPISODES
•

Loss and Long-Distance Grief

•

Cross-Cultural Conflicts/Clash of Cultures

•

German and Arabic idioms and sayings

•

Arabic influences in the German language

•

The immigrant view on Germany and the Germans; before and after
immigration

•

The Significance of Marriage

•

The Challenge of Missing Home – Nostalgia or Delusion?

•

The Importance of Work in People’s Lives
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Drei Zusammen and Hamzet-Wasel: Key Personnel

TAYEB AL-HAFEZ - PRODUCER, FOUNDER

Tayeb Al-Hafez was born in 1968 in Damascus, Syria.
In 1992 he immigrated to the United States after
completing medical school in his home country.
He promotes the use of media and technology in
healthcare delivery and in enhancing public health
education and preventive measures.
Al-Hafez currently serves as the president of the
Global Health Equity Foundation (GHEF), which he
founded in 2007.
He directs several GHEF programs and projects, including Health Diplomacy for
Arabic Speaking Refugees in Germany. A part of this program is the Drei Zusammen
project, which is a foundational pillar for intercultural exchange and for
integration of Arabic-speaking refugees in Germany.
Al-Hafez is also the founder of Al’Myra, a multi-media organization dedicated to
communicating the richness of cultural diversity by nurturing art, design and science.
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Drei Zusammen and Hamzet-Wasel: Key Personnel

BASHAR AL NAHHAS - HOST OF HAMZET WASEL, CO-FOUNDER

Bashar Al Nahhas was born in 1988 in Damascus, Syria.
He completed his studies in accounting at the Faculty
of Economics and Commerce of the University of
Damascus.
While studying, he started to work in the production
and moderation of radio shows, at Farah FM and Ninear
FM in Syria. In addition to that, he specialized in voiceovers, for example in advertisements or documentaries.
In 2015 Al Nahhas had to leave his home country of Syria behind and came to
Germany to build a new life with his young family. After learning the language and
completing further professional training, he now works in civil service in Bonn.
For Drei Zusammen, he talks about his experiences as a new arrival in Germany and
hopes to encourage others with their integration in a new country. He also hosts the
Arabic format Hamzet-Wasel and is able to fully show his talent as a moderator.
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Drei Zusammen and Hamzet-Wasel: Key Personnel

HADI JAMMOUL - HOST OF DREI ZUSAMMEN, CO-FOUNDER

Hadi Jammoul is a 26-year-old International
Management student. He is preparing for his BachelorThesis to complete his studies.
He grew up in Bonn, Germany and has Syrian roots.
In 2018 he supervised the population survey by
telephone for the Arabic-speaking population in Germany
at the Institute for Applied Social Sciences in Bonn.
In 2020 Jammoul did an internship with the Global Health Equity Foundation,
managing different projects.
Since his childhood he has been fascinated with Syria, and he felt connected with
the culture and language even more when a wave of Syrian immigrants came to
Germany.
Due to his knowledge of the Syrian as well as the German culture, he bridges the
two cultures perfectly as the host of the Drei Zusammen podcast.
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CARLA JÖRN - ASSISTANT PRODUCER

Carla Jörn is a 19-year-old intern who is working with
Global Health Equity Foundation. She was born and
raised in Bonn, Germany.
In the summer of 2020, she graduated from high school
in Bonn and is planning to study economics starting in
the winter semester of 2021.
Her interests lie in the fields of Public Relations,
Management and Creative Direction.
She met Dr. Tayeb Al-Hafez through her father, Fritz Jörn, in 2019 and started to
help out with different projects. As an intern, she is now assistant producer for the
Drei Zusammen podcast , where she shares her views on the discussed topics.
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Drei Zusammen and Hamzet-Wasel: Key Personnel

FIRAS AL-HAJ KHUDER - CO-PRODUCER, ASSISTANT
Firas Khuder is a student, originally from Damascus, Syria,
and living in Germany now. He is studying computer science,
specializing in data science and machine learning.
Since the launch of its project in Bonn, Firas has been working with
Global Health Equity Foundation as an intern. In addition to his full
time dedication to his studies, he continues to assist GHEF, serving
as a translator, and helping with project management and technical
needs. He is passionate about the goals of Drei Zusammen and is
contributing to the development of Hamzet-Wasel.
Firas is gifted in linguistics, mathematics and photography.

KONSTANTINE KHETSURIANI - VIDEOGRAPHER AND EDITOR
Konstantine Khetsuriani is originally from Georgia, and has
been working with Global Health Equity Foundation in
Bonn since May of 2020. He obtained his bachelor degree
in finance and master of business in banking from Ilia State
University/Tbilisi, Georgia. To GHEF’s projects, Konstantine
brings diverse experiences, including senior positions in
social media, branding, editing and website development. He
is a talented photographer and is currently pursuing a master
degree in programming in Germany.
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Mimesis I, 2019, by artist Latifa Medjdoub Knitted, knotted, woven mixed fibers
and oil painting on metal frame , 24 X 46 X 1.2 in. / 60 X 117 X 3 cm

Drei Zusammen

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH NETWORK
DREI ZUSAMMEN AND HAMET-WA SEL TEAM IN BONN, GERMANY
(QUALITATIVE RESEARCH)
•

Tayeb Al-Hafez, MD FACP: project lead

•

Hadi Jammoul: co-founder and Drei Zusammen host

•

Bashar Al Nahhas: co-founder and Hamzet-Wasel host

•

Carla Jörn: GHEF intern and assistant producer

•

Christian van den Kerckhoff, Director Bonn Institute of Migration and
International Learning (BIM) e.V.

•

Prof. Dr. Alexander Loch, Psychology PHD, BIM, e.V. Board Member

•

Dr. med. Axel Gerschlauer, Kinderarzt (pediatrician)

GHEF’S PARTNERS IN BONN
•

Bonner Institut für Migrationsforschung und interkulturelles Lernen (BIM)

GRASSROOTS CAPACITY BUILDING
•

Personnel involved in selecting the topics of discussion interact with the local
and scientific community.

•

The team working on Drei Zusammen is being coached on public speaking
and provided with advocacy tools.
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Drei Zusammen

•

Interviewees are educated and coached about professional public speaking.

•

Everyone involved is learning about filmmaking and educational media tools,
project management and media/events production.

•

Interns involved in this scientific research are also learning about long-term
qualitative research solutions and how it links with quantitative research.

•

The scalability of the DZ series via social media and web-based platforms
makes it an ideal program for inspiring others, and for scaling up capacitybuilding efforts.

MULTIMEDIA ADVOCACY
Contemporary tools, (such as social media outlets and web-based programs),
guarantee access to specific audiences and also enable advocacy that is tailored
for each audience.
Discussing the proposed universal topics from a value-based perspective with
grassroots organizations educates and inspires others to participate in proactive
solutions. This type of advocacy leads to increased funding, to cross-cultural
interaction, and to dialogue regarding these psycho-social topics
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Drei Zusammen

DREI ZUSAMMEN SPONSORS
•

Global Health Equity Foundation

•

Private Donors

•

Al’Myra Communications, LLC

We are seeking additional sponsors to expand this project during 2021-2022.
Global Health Equity Foundation, a foundation that advocates on behalf of people
who lack access to health education, preventive services and healthcare, hosts
Drei Zusammen. GHEF believes that equity in health is achievable by holistically
addressing social determinants. In DZ, GHEF investigates psychosocial topics
using a contemporary, methodical and scalable approach. GHEF is a foundation
according to United States and Swiss law. See www.ghef.org
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We build cultural bridges and understanding through open debates concerning
topical issues. We foster health equity and mutually-respectful resettlement.
—Tayeb Al-Hafez

GLOBAL HEALTH EQUITY FOUNDATION CHAPTERS
GHEF USA
560 Haight Street, Suite 101, San Francisco, CA. 94117
GHEF is a 501 (c) (3) charitable organization according to the United States Law
donate via PayPal: connect@ghef.org
www.ghef.org/us
GHEF Headquarters
c/o SMC SA
40, rue de Athénée CH-1206 Genève Switzerland
A foundation according to Swiss law
donate via PayPal: donate.ch@ghef.org
www.ghef.org/ch
tayeb.alhafez@ghef.org • mobile +49 160 4973615

